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Abstract: Hydrogen-fueled fuel cells are considered one of the key strategies to tackle the achieve-
ment of fully-sustainable mobility. The transportation sector is paying significant attention to the
development and industrialization of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) to be introduced
alongside batteries, reaching the goal of complete de-carbonization. In this paper a multi-phase,
multi-component, and non-isothermal 3D-CFD model is presented to simulate the fluid, heat, and
charge transport processes developing inside a hydrogen/air PEMFC with a serpentine-type gas
distributor. Model results are compared against experimental data in terms of polarization and
power density curves, including an improved formulation of exchange current density at the cathode
catalyst layer, improving the simulation results’ accuracy in the activation-dominated region. Then,
3D-CFD fields of reactants’ delivery to the active electrochemical surface, reaction rates, temperature
distributions, and liquid water formation are analyzed, and critical aspects of the current design are
commented, i.e., the inhomogeneous use of the active surface for reactions, limiting the produced
current and inducing gradients in thermal and reaction rate distribution. The study shows how a
complete multi-dimensional framework for physical and chemical processes of PEMFC can be used
to understand limiting processes and to guide future development.

Keywords: fuel cells; CFD; electrochemistry

1. Introduction

The modern scenario for the automotive transportation sector is seeing more and more
stringent emission regulations for traditional internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEV),
relevantly increasing the powertrain cost due both to the complexity of the after-treatment
devices (particulate filter, catalytic reduction systems, etc.) and/or by the coupling with
an electric motor for hybrid powertrains. The interest towards carbon-free solutions for
mobility is the motivation for a renewed attention on the possible uses of hydrogen as
an energetic vector. It can be used either as a combustible fuel for ICEV or to produce
electricity in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC): While in the former strategy
the peak formation of harmful nitrous oxide (NOx) emerges as the most relevant obstacle,
in the latter one water and low-temperature heat are the only by-products of on-board
electricity generation, thanks to the absence of a thermal/combustion cycle. Despite the
very high gravimetric energy content of hydrogen (with lower heating value of approx.
120 MJ/kg), its reduced density leads to very poor volumetric energy content. However,
this poses the severe technological challenge of hydrogen storage to both strategies, for
which highly-pressurized gas tanks (350 bar and 700 bar) are emerging as a de facto
standard for several market-ready applications. This is a key milestone to de-carbonize
transportation sectors for which a battery-based propulsion system is not a viable option
(e.g., heavy-duty, off-highway, maritime, aerial), and it will play a crucial role in conjunction
with the progress in other energy conversion systems [1–4] and simulation techniques [5,6].
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Among the multiple types of fuel cells, PEMFC are receiving significant research
and investment attention for the use in the transportation sector, mainly because of their
low-temperature operation (in the range 340 K–380 K), good suitability for frequent start-
stop cycles, and for the absence of corrosive substances (e.g., liquid acid). Their core
component is a solid polymeric membrane impermeable to fluids, able to separate the
hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR, at the anode) and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR,
at the cathode). The most widespread polymer for PEMFC membranes is called Nafion,
presenting a high proton conductivity, while platinum is typically used as a catalyst material
deposited on carbon-based catalyst layers (CLs) on the two sides of the membrane.

Despite PEMFC being a well-established type of fuel cell, the complex interplay of
physical and chemical processes that are key to a highly-efficient operation are still not
fully understood, as is the role of materials on the overall cell performance. To fulfill this
knowledge gap, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling allows the numerical
simulation of all the fluid/heat/charge transport phenomena, offering the incomparable
possibility to identify limiting processes and driving the design and development of high-
efficiency PEMFC. In recent years, a large body of literature on CFD modelling of PEMFC
has been proposed, although there is still a need for considerable development in this field
to obtain models with a high degree of accuracy, reliability, and applicability to industrial
fuel cell design, as pointed out in Wang’s analysis [7]. Among the pioneering models
proposed in the literature the 1D models by Springer et al. [8] and Bernardi et al. [9] paved
the way for membrane models including a detailed water uptake curve. Moving to 3D
models, a fundamental aspect in the PEMFC modelling is the grid resolution, especially
in the through-plane (i.e., along the cell thickness) direction where despite the highest
gradients develop (e.g., concentration of species, thermal and electrical fields) in small
length scales (typically 10–1000 µm). Kamarajugadda and Mazumder [10] carried out a
comparison on the accuracy and efficiency of the different membrane modelling strategies.
The critical balance between diffusion and convection-dominated transport was investi-
gated by Feser et al. [11] using a non-dimensional analysis and quantified by Pharoah [12]
in a serpentine-sample with GDL of various permeabilities. Zeng et al. [13] proposed a
non-dimensional Forchheimer number to characterize the flow regime in porous materials,
and Zhang et al. [14] and Um et al. [15] showed the potential advantage of interdigitated
designs. Choopanya and Yang [16] emphasized that the reactants’ diffusion in the gas dif-
fusion layers (GDL), the transport of ions through the electrolyte membrane, and electronic
transport in the conductive components mainly occur along the cell thickness, for which the
lowest conductivity/permeability values are measured, thus constituting high-resistance
transport pathways. Numerical analyses of the impact of the GDL parameters on flow
transport are reported in Carcadea et al. [17]. As for the gas channel size/shape, in [18]
the advantage of narrow channel/ribs on the uniform catalyst layer use was tested and
simulated, and in [19] an analysis of the serpentine channel size and shape was conducted,
including the discussion of the weight of advective/diffusive processes. Moving to CL
modelling, a thin-layer approach was used by Berning et al. [20] was introduced to bundle
the ultra-thin reacting layer into an interfacial reaction model, and a similar approach was
followed by Zhang et al. [21] and Ferreira et al. [22]. Further insights regarding modelling
techniques suited to reproduce all the types of transport processes in PEMFC are surveyed
by Kulikoswky [23], Jiao et al. [24], Wu et al. [25], and Djilali [26].

In this study, an industrial-like hydrogen/air PEMFC with serpentine-type gas distrib-
utors also studied in [22] is used for the validation of a comprehensive multi-dimensional
CFD model. In the next sections the details of the model governing equations first presented
in [27,28] are further developed and they will be presented for the fluid/solid domains.
The analyzed case will then be presented, and the results will be analyzed both in terms
of characteristic curves (polarization and power density) and regarding the fields of the
reactants’ concentrations, reaction rates, and thermal and liquid water distributions. Finally,
an improved formulation of the cathodic exchange current density will be implemented,
and conclusive guidelines on comprehensive 3D-CFD models will be provided.
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2. Numerical Model

In this study a multi-phase/multi-physics modelling approach [7] is adopted to con-
sider the presence of multiple phase fluids (e.g., liquid/vapor) in a PEM fuel cell, as well
as of multiple components (fluid and solid). This introduces modelling challenges, due
to concurring physical and electrochemical processes (fluid, heat, and charge transport)
and phase change. Such processes are simulated by solving conservation equations for
mass, momentum, energy, chemical species, and electric charges (electrons and protons).
The presence of porous media imposes a dedicated flow treatment, as the modelling of
reactants transport and of products removal through the gas diffusion layers is crucial for
an optimal cell performance. Furthermore, a multi-phase fluid treatment is necessary due
to the possible presence of condensed liquid water at the cathode at the low pressure and
temperature conditions of interest. Finally, an important role is played by the characteri-
zation of the electrolyte material, impermeable to fluids but which allows the transport
of ions and of dragged water within the solid polymer material. The following sections
present the equations of the model for fluid (including the presence of porous regions)
and solids. With reference to a preliminary model validation in [28], the 3D-CFD model is
extensively developed here including the solid bi-polar plates and heating sources. In the
next paragraphs the modelling areas will be described in detail.

2.1. Modelling of Fluids

The transport of fluids in a PEMFC is modelled using continuity equations and
transport of momentum and chemical species mass fraction. The multi-phase approach
adopted in this study is the mixture multi-phase (MMP), consisting in the assumption
that vapor/liquid water phases and miscible and at equilibrium; therefore, conservation
equations for the vapor/liquid mixture are solved. Considering the reduced value of flow
velocities, laminar flows within the cell channels are considered. In addition, steady-state
forms of the implemented governing equations are used.

The steady-state continuity equation for compressible flows is expressed as in Equation (1)
(i = x, y, z), where ρmix and umix,i term are the mixture multi-phase density and velocity
in the i-direction, respectively, while Sm accounts for mass reduction/creation at catalyst
layers (CLs):

∂ρmix·umix,i

∂xi
= Sm (1)

The steady-state form of the momentum equation presents some variations to account
for flows in porous media as reported in Equation (2) for the i-th direction. A macro-
homogeneous modelling approach is adopted for porous materials, consisting in neglecting
the detailed complex fibrous structure of the medium and applying corrective terms to
replicate the large-scale effect of the solid phase. Among these, the porosity χ is defined as
the ratio of pore to total volume, and the resistance contribution is represented by the term
fP, i composed of a viscous (Pvis,i) and inertial (Pin,i) component (Equation (3)) constituting
the non-linear Darcy-Forchheimer equation [24]:

∂

∂xj

(
χ·ρmix·umix,i·umix,j

)
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
χ·τij

)
+ χ· fP,i + fB,i + fU,i (2)

fP,i = −(Pvis,i + Pin,i·|umix|)·umix,i (3)

To express the energy necessary for the fluid to move in the porous medium, a viscous-
only resistance term Pvis,i is added to the momentum equation, which is generated internally
in the viscous medium because of its predominance of voids. The non-linear inertial term
(Pin,i) is not included in the model, due to the very low flow velocities. The isotropic
tensor adopted in this implementation for the n-th phase (vapor/liquid) is represented as a
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function of the molecular viscosity (µ(n)) and the volume fraction (α(n)) of the phase, as
well as the material permeability (K) as in Equation (4):

Pvis,i(n) =
µ(n)

K·α3
(n)
·δij (4)

Another modification introduced in the momentum equation in porous regions is the
inclusion of the capillary force, for which a dedicated source term for the n-th phase is
added (Equation (5)). This is accounted for as a vector source component ( fU,i) for each
n-th phase in the presence of the other m-th phase (in this case gas and liquid) in i-direction.
The Leverett et al. [29] equation is used for it, although it was derived for largely different
porous media (homogenous solid and sand beds) and applied to model GDLs due to
the lack of accurate experimental data or models. A considerable effort is present on the
development of more appropriate formulations [30,31].

fU,i(n) = α(n)α(m)·0.0625·cos
(

110·π
180

)
·
√

χ

K
· ∂

∂xi

[
1.417·

(
1− α(n)

)
− 2.120·

(
1− α(n)

)2
+ 1.263·

(
1− α(n)

)3
]

(5)

Chemical species are transported using the steady-state form of the mass fraction
transport equation (Equation (6), i= x, y, z), modified to be valid in all fluid regions. The
diffusion flux of the k-th species in i-direction (Jk, i) in Equation (6) is modeled using a Fick
approach, considering the species diffusivity Dk, i and its concentration gradient (∂Yk/∂xi)
(Equation (7)). The application in porous media requires the material tortuosity τ (defined
as the ratio between the actual length of the convoluted fluid path and the straight-line
distance), specified as a function of the porosity and the volumetric fraction of the gas
phase αg to include the possible volume obstruction of liquid particles (Equation (8)):

∂

∂xi
(ρχuiYk) =

∂Jk,i

∂xi
+ Sk (6)

Jk,i = −ρDk,i
∂Yk
∂xi

(7)

τ =
χ(

χ·αg
)2.5 (8)

Species production/consumption is represented by the Sk source term, expressing the
volumetric rate of the species creation/destruction operated by electrochemical reactions
(Equations (9)–(12)) and depending on the specific reactant/product considered. The
volumetric source term Sk is not null only at electrode anode and cathode catalyst layers
(ACL and CCL), where electrochemical reactions develop and species are consumed or
generated, while it is null in all the remaining fluid domain. The relative source terms
are expressed through Faraday’s law, where ian and icat represent the anode and cathode
current densities, respectively, while MH2 and MO2 are the molar mass of hydrogen and
oxygen (2 g·mol−1 and 32 g·mol−1). The negative sign of SH2,an and SO2,cat is due to their
consumption at electrodes, whereas Sw,cat is positive as water is produced.

SH2 = −MH2

2F
·ian (9)

Sw,an = 0 (10)

SO2 = −MO2

4F
·icat (11)

Sw,cat =
MH2O

2F
·icat (12)

The source term Sk is linearly proportional to the local current density (ian, icat) ex-
pressing the rate of the electrochemical reactions developing at CLs. These are modelled
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through Butler-Volmer formulations (Equations (13) and (14)), thus linking electrochemistry
to species consumption and fluid composition. The αan/cat constants are called apparent
charge transfer coefficients and are experimentally derived parameters expressing the flow
rate of electrons at the interface between electrode and electrolyte.

ian = ian,re f ·
{

exp
[

αan·F·ηan

RT

]
− exp

[
−αcat·F·ηan

RT

]}
(13)

icat = icat,re f ·
{
−exp

[
αan·F·ηcat

RT

]
+ exp

[
−αcat·F·ηcat

RT

]}
(14)

2.2. Electrochemistry

As for electric charge modelling, the transport of current within a fuel cell is described
by the charge conservation equation and can be applied to both electric and ionic current,
in the general form of Equation (15):

∇(σ·∇Φ) = SΦ (15)

In Equation (15) SΦ is the generic source term, acting at the interface between the
electrode and the membrane where the current transfer between the two components is
present, while σ is the electrical/protonic conductivity (expressed in (S·m−1)) of solid
components (i.e., polymer membrane, bi-polar plates, solid-phase of the porous GDLs). An
accurate representation of hydrated membrane is a modelling challenge as it influences its
protonic conductivity, being dependent on the water content (λ), i.e., the number of water
molecules per acid group (SO−3 ). Among the many empirical formulations proposed in
literature, the Springer [8] correlation for λ (Equation (16)) is implemented in the model, as
appropriate for PEMFC membranes at 303 K operation and considering water presence by
means of its activity (a, i.e., the ratio of water partial pressure to its saturation value). Based
on Equation (16) and on the local membrane temperature, the solid electrical conductivity
for the polymer membrane σm [S·m−1] from [8] is adopted (Equation (17)):

λ =

{
0.043 + 17.18·a− 39.85·a2 + 36·a3, a < 1

14 + 1.4(a− 1), a > 1
(16)

σm = (0.005139·λ− 0.00326)·exp
[

1268·
(

1
303
− 1

273 + T

)]
·100 (17)

Current conservation leads to the equality between the total current generated in the
anodic region (with volume Van) and that consumed in the respective cathode side (Vcat),
as expressed by Equation (18): ∫

Van
ian·dV =

∫
Vcat

icat·dV (18)

Finally, the average current density is used as an intensive measurement of current
generation, being independent of the cell dimension in use, and it is calculated as the total
electric current value generated by a fuel cell divided by the area of the active cell surface
(Equation (19)):

iaver =
1
A
·
∫

Van/cat

ian/cat·dV (19)

The electrodynamic model adopted in this study allows to model the generated electric
field and the current density as a function of the electric potential acting. As for the ions
transport in the membrane, a diffusive model [24] assuming uniform charge concentration
is adopted. Conservation equations are used to model the transport of electrochemical
species involved, which are H+ and H2O+ ions (this last used to associate a non-neutral
charge to water and allow the solid ion model to transport it).
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2.3. Modelling of Solids

Solid conductive materials in a PEMFC are modelled with their material properties to
simulate the current flow and the accompanying heating and resistance loss. A dedicated
treatment is required for the ion transport through the membrane, guaranteed by a solid
model that allows the selective passage of ions while preserving the impermeability to
fluids. This characteristic is typical of Nafion, which with its polymeric acid structure
adsorbs protons and water molecules (via electro-osmotic drag) and allows their migration
through the membrane to the cathode side. The governing equations for the charge
transport in electrodes (s) and membrane (m) are reported in Equations (21) and (22),
respectively, with Rs,m being the electrical resistance, σs,m the electrical/ionic conductivity
and

(
∂φs,m/∂xj

)
the gradient of the potential:

∂

∂xj

(
σs·

∂φs

∂xj

)
+ Rs = 0 (20)

∂

∂xj

(
σm·

∂φm

∂xj

)
+ Rm = 0 (21)

The membrane ionic conductivity (σm) depends on both local temperature and water
concentration (cw), which is controlled by diffusivity (Dw) and electro-osmotic drag (nd).
This is modelled using the Nernst–Planck transport equation, reported in Equation (23)
for the steady-state i-direction. Once the local cw is modelled, the membrane electrical
conductivity (σm) is calculated as from Wu et al. [25] (Equation (24)):

∂

∂xi

[
−Dw

∂cw

∂xi
− cw·zw·F·

(
nd·σm

cw·F2

)
·∂φm

∂xi

]
= 0 (22)

σm = (0.5139·cw − 0.326)·e1268·( 1
303−

1
T ) (23)

The charge number (zw) guides species to migrate with (zw > 0) or against (zw < 0) the
electric field. This is used to reproduce the membrane hydration caused by electro-osmotic
drag, attributing a pseudo charge number zw = +1 to H2O (hence creating the fictitious
electrochemical species H2O+).

The generation of heat in the fuel cell is considered in both its contributions: Ohmic
and reaction heating. As for the Ohmic heating (Qohm), it is generated via Joule effect in
a conductor due to the electrons flow. Therefore, this source term is active in all solid
conductive parts, while fluid regions are insulator, and it is included considering an
additional source term in the energy conservation equation, expressed by Equation (25):

Qohm =
∫

V
σm|∇φ|2dV (24)

The second contribution is the heat generation associated with electrochemical re-
actions (Qer), and it is only present at the reaction sites (i.e., CLs). This is modelled as
in Equation (26), where the overpotential η represents the irreversible heat generation,
whereas the second term indicates the temperature derivative of the equilibrium potential:

Qer = i·
(

η + T
∂Erev

∂T

)
(25)

The material properties used in the 3D-CFD model for membrane and electrode
materials are resumed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Solid material properties.

Membrane Electrodes

Material Nafion Graphite

Density
(kg·m−3) 1970 2250

Electrical Conductivity
(S·cm−1) (0.005139·λ− 0.00326)·exp

[
1268·

(
1

303 −
1

273+T

)]
125,000

Thermal Conductivity
(W·m−1·K−1) 0.445 20.0

Specific Heat
(J·kg−1·K−1) 903.0 707.68

3. Experimental Apparatus

For the experimental validation of the CFD model, an apparatus supplied by the cell
manufacturer was adopted. Hydrogen is produced from electrolysis of distilled water
using a Hy-PEM XP 2000 (from H2PLANET, 20,069 Italy) electrolyzer, which is connected
to the Pragma Industries ClearPak PEMFC via sealed pipes for the hydrogen delivery,
presenting non-return valves to ensure a unidirectional flow of the hydrogen produced
from the electrolyzer to the cell. The Hy-PEM XP 2000 electrolyzer allows for obtaining a
99.99% pure gas flow with a maximum flow rate of 2000 cc/min, and a pressure regulator
for the hydrogen flow allows a pressure up to 16 bar. On the cathode side there is an air
compressor for the pressurized cathodic flow, with a control valve to regulate the pressure
level. The setup also includes a bubbler, for the inlet gas humidification to guarantee
an adequate relative humidity. The test conditions are controlled and data are collected
through a LabView data acquisition software system, together with the application of the
electrical load to the cell.

The cell is characterized by a Nafion N211 polymeric membrane, which is part of the
family of ultra-thin membranes, with a thickness of 25.4 µm. The membrane is assembled
with the electrodes in a single piece, the so-called membrane electrode assembly (MEA),
characterized by an active surface of 25 cm2 and a Pt catalyst load equal to 0.3 mg·cm−2 at
the anode, and 0.6 mg·cm−2 at the cathode. The testing apparatus provides atmospheric
air at cathode and hydrogen at anode (both humidified) and both reactants are at ambient
temperature (300 K).

The gas diffusion layers consist of two sheets of carbon fiber with a thickness of
127.3 µm and a porosity equal to 0.5 each, and they are equipped with terminals external
to the cell, allowing the application of the externally-imposed electrical potential difference.
This device has an applicable potential range between 0 and 5 V, with a resolution of 0.01 V,
and a range of circulating current between 0 and 50 A, with a resolution of 0.01 A. In
Figure 1 it is possible to see the layout used for the experimental tests. The testing sequence
consisted in operating the cell using streams of hydrogen and air, both humidified at
saturated conditions by means of the bubblers. The hydrogen flow at anode is at a relative
pressure of 0.5 bar and a dead-end blockage is present at anode outlet, consisting of a closed
valve to avoid hydrogen leaks from the circuit. The cathode flow of atmospheric air is
pressurized at 2 bar and it outflows directly into the atmosphere at cathode outlet section.
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4. D-CFD Model Details

The 3D model for CFD simulations is created using SIMCENTER STAR-CCM+ 2020.2
provided by SIEMENS DISW, and simulations are run with the same package on a 16
CPU Linux workstation. This PEM fuel cell model was also numerically studied in [22].
The characterization of the gas flow at anodic and cathodic channels reproduces the
conditions of the laboratory tests, where the cell was supplied with hydrogen and air
flows, both humidified with a relative humidity of 100%. The multi-component mixture
properties are summarized in Table 2, while Table 3 reports the constants used to model the
electrochemical reactions. The fuel cell polarization curve was measured in the experiments
at 100% relative humidity and pressurized flows equal to 0.5 bar at the anode channel and
2 bar at the cathode channel. The operating temperature was 300 K and the circulating
current density has been cyclically varied from 0 to 2 A·cm−2 (via incremental steps of
0.25 A·cm−2) to obtain the corresponding voltage and thus defining the characteristic curve
of the cell. This is reflected by the boundary conditions used for 3D-CFD simulations,
reported in Table 4. A three-dimensional model of the tested PEM fuel cell is created for
CFD simulations. The discretized grid consists in approximately 1M finite volume cells. In
Figure 2 the structured mesh for the anode gas channel mesh and for the cathode bipolar
plate are shown. In Table 5 the main dimensions of cell are reported.

Table 2. Physical properties of cell’s main components.

Domain Property Value Reference

Anode Relative Humidity (%)
Molecular Diffusivity (m2·s−1)

100%
DH2 = 1.1× 10−4; DH2O = 7.35× 10−5 [32]

Cathode Relative Humidity (%)
Molecular Diffusivity (m2·s−1)

100%
DO2 = 3.3× 10−5 ; DN2 = 4× 10−5 [32]
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Table 3. Parameters of the electrochemical reactions.

Physics Property Value Reference

Anode Exchange Current Density (A·cm−2)
Apparent Charge Transfer Coefficient 250× 10−4αa = 2; αc = 2 [33]

Cathode Exchange Current Density (A·cm−2)
Apparent Charge Transfer Coefficient 0.25× 10−4αa = 2; αc = 2 [33]

Table 4. Boundary conditions for the 3D-CFD cell model.

Region Surface Property Value

Anode
Inlet

Mole Fraction
Mass Flow (kg·s−1)

Pressure (bar)
Temperature (K)

H2 : 0.9764| H2O : 0.0236
3.9175× 10−7

1.5
300.15

Outlet
Mole Fraction
Pressure (bar)

Temperature (K)

H2 : 0.9764| H2O : 0.0236
0.5

300.15

Cathode

Inlet

Species Mole Fraction
Mass Flow [kg·s−1]

Pressure (bar)
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Figure 2. Mesh distribution in the anode gas channel (green, with anode bipolar plate removed for visualization) and in the
cathode bipolar plate (grey).

Table 5. Parameters of the electrochemical reactions.

Part Direction Dimension

Domain [x;y;z] [50; 50; 2.68] mm

Gas Channels

Section width 1.34 mm
Section height 1.2 mm

Length of serpentine branches 48 mm
Distance between the serpentine branches 1 mm

GDL [x;y;z] [50; 50; 0.1273] mm

Membrane [x;y;z] [50; 50; 0.0254] mm
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The grid creation has been carried out using the Direct Mesh technique both for
the channels and for the remaining parts (GDL, membrane, bipolar plates). During the
process of defining a structured mesh, a two-dimensional sketch (patch) is created on
the origin surface of each component as in Figure 3b. Once the patch has been defined,
it is possible to manage the volumetric distribution of the surface mesh along a guide
surface (in this case the lateral one), defining the number of cell layers and the parameters
of a possible non-homogeneous distribution; this is done through elongation functions,
such as the thickness ratio or the ratio between the thicknesses of two adjacent cells. In
this way a structured three-dimensional mesh is obtained, such as the one shown as
an example in Figure 3a. The Direct Mesh technique allows to have an excellent grid
density control and the conformality of the interfaces between the various components,
thus ensuring computational efficiency and stability. This grid type is used for all cell
components, as visible in Figures 3 and 4. Finally, a high-resolution grid is created in
the through-plane direction for GDL (8 layers) and membrane (8 layers), to accurately
simulated transport processes in the cell cross-direction. A view of the adopted mesh is
reported in Figure 5. Catalyst layers are represented using a thin-layer approach as in [20]
and [22], bundling their reaction readiness by exchange current density parameters. This
choice is motivated by their ultra-thin cross dimension (10 µm). A higher resolution grid
(with twice the resolution in the through-plane direction) was evaluated to assess the effect
on the obtained results, and it was discarded given the negligible results variation and
the higher computational cost. Steady-state simulations are run until residuals lower than
1 × 10−7 are obtained for all the solved equations.
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5. Numerical Results

Numerical simulations are carried out for the voltage range from 0.2 to 0.7 V, with 0.1 V
steps. In this section the numerical results are reported in detail for the extreme cases, i.e.,
0.7 and 0.2 V. Results will focus on species distribution, reaction rate, and thermal gradients,
as well as on water formation on the cathode side. Finally, a section will be dedicated
to an improved formulation for the exchange current density at cathode, representing a
fundamental modelling aspect.

Three-dimensional fields are analyzed for each voltage, which is applied as a boundary
condition at the cathode current collector. As shown in Figure 6, hydrogen is consumed
from the inlet to the outlet on the side of the anode, while the same is verified for oxygen
on the cathode side. The images refer to the 0.7 V configuration and the fields of the molar
fractions are extracted at the ACL and to the CCL, respectively, then to the contact interface
between the layers of porous diffusion and the polymer membrane. As is visible, the
porous GDL allows reactants to distribute over the entire active surface of the catalyst
layers for electrochemical reactions, hence its accurate representation is of utmost relevance
to reproduce the species diffusivity in this diffusion-dominated region.
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The local rate of electrochemical reactions is monitored, and in Figure 7 the electro-
chemical reaction flux for hydrogen oxidation and oxygen reduction is shown for the 0.7 V
case: It is possible to notice areas where the reaction rate is higher, as well as under-used
active regions. At the anode side local maxima of reaction rate coincide with minima of
H2 concentration (see Figure 6, left), which is consumed by reactions, whereas a more
uniform conditions is visible at cathode side both in terms of oxygen concentration (see
Figure 6, right) and reaction rate (Figure 7, right). This last aspect is typical of a low
current condition, not limited by oxygen availability at CCL. However, in general terms a
non-negligible in-plane non-homogeneity of the reaction rate is observed: This is attributed
to an insufficient superficial delivery of the reactants (related to the specific reaction rate),
essentially motivated by the diffusive-driven transport through the porous layers to the
active surface. This may depend on various parameters, including the shape of the channel
and its size, as analyzed in [27] on a straight-channel PEM section model.
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The 3D-CFD results allow to investigate the formation of liquid water at cathode cata-
lyst layer, as well as modelling the water transport and the hydration state of the membrane,
which are essential for high efficiency operation in low-temperature PEMFC. Focusing on
water production at the cathode, the two extreme simulated cases are compared in Figure 8,
i.e., 0.7 V and 0.2 V cell voltage. In-plane gradients of the water mole fraction at the cathode
catalyst layers are visible in both cases and they are related to the inhomogeneity of the
cathodic reaction rates (see Figure 7), with the low-voltage/high-current operation leading
to higher water production.

The non-isothermal 3D-CFD model also allows to investigate the MEA temperature
distribution, illustrated in Figure 9 for the 0.2 V and 0.7 V cases. Both the higher reaction
rate (and its associated irreversible heat generation) and the larger current density flowing
at CCL in the 0.2 V operation (dissipating more heat via Joule effect) lead to higher
temperature for this condition. However, the low-voltage/high-current condition is critical
for possible CCL flooding motivated by liquid water production, possibly related due to
the super-saturated conditions in the CCL proximity combined with an insufficient water
removal rate. Figure 10 highlights how this issue is much less critical at high-voltage/low-
current operation, in line with the numerical outcomes in [18,27].
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Finally, the measured and simulated polarization curves are reported in Figure 11.
As can be seen, a good agreement is found for the current-voltage slope, expressing a
satisfactory adherence of the 3D-CFD model to all the potential losses present in the real cell,
from activation overpotential (left branch) to Ohmic (central part). As for the concentration
losses area (right branch), it is noted that it is almost absent in the measured data. This
is explained by the reduced GDL thickness (127.3 µm), leading to a poorly obstructed
species transport to/from the catalyst layer active area. The effect of it is the suppression
of the concentration losses in the range of the tested conditions. This is reinforced by the
same trend observed in both experiments and simulations. A slight underestimation of
current density is observed for the numerical model, whose reasons might be a non-perfect
material characterization (e.g., the electric conductivity, responsible for linear-type Ohmic
overpotential) as well as approximations of electrochemical parameters. Imperfect material
characterization is one of the limitations of the present work and further research is in
progress, while the accuracy of the cathodic exchange current density is deepened in the
next section with an improved formulation for the exchange current density at CCL.
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Model Results with Improved Exchange Current Density Formulation

A fundamental parameter in the operating processes of a PEMFC is the exchange
current density, characterizing activation losses and for which largely dispersed and non-
coherent data are present in literature. In the presented results a constant value was
adopted for both the anodic and cathodic reactions (250× 10−4 and 0.25 × 10−4 A·cm−2,
respectively), which might potentially contribute to the model results deviation in Figure 11.
In order to evaluate the effect of an improved correlation on the simulated results, the
formulation proposed by Vigna Suria et al. [34] and by Marr et al. [35] are implemented.
A constant value is maintained at the anodic side, since the dissociation voltage losses
of hydrogen are usually orders of magnitude lower than that of oxygen, whereas a semi-
empirical law was adopted for the cathode, able to consider the load of the catalyst layer (i.e.,
the quantity of platinum particles per surface of the fuel cell, expressed in mg·m−2) and the
catalyst surface roughness and morphology. In the expressions reported in Equation (27),
K = 2.57× 108 is a multiplier factor, mpt is the platinum loading on the catalyst layer
(g·m−2), and As is the catalyst surface area, which expresses the area of the active catalytic
surface per unit mass of platinum in m2·g−1. Finally, CO2 is the mole fraction of oxygen in
[mol·m−3] divided by a reference concentration CO2,re f = 1.2 and the local current density
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I0c(x, y) is obtained. For the proposed equation, the calculations were carried out using the
values reported in Table 6:

log10

[
I0,re f (x, y)

]
= 3.507− 4001

T (x, y)
(26)

I0c(x, y) = K·I0,re f (x, y) ·mpt·As·
(

CO2(x, y)
CO2,re f

)
(27)

Table 6. Values used for the alternative exchange current density formulation.

Property Value

Platinum load mpt (g·m−2) 6
Temperature T (K) 300.15

Surface area of the catalyst AS (m2·g−1) 8

The surface area AS of the catalyst and this parameter depends on many aspects
related to humidity, the porosity of the catalyst and the type of used material. From
Madhavi et al. [36] it can be deduced that the most suitable value for Nafion in our case
is 8 m2·g−1, from which a value for the cathode of 0.337 × 10−4 A·cm−2 is obtained.
The results of the simulations repeated using the exchange current density at cathode are
shown in Figure 12. It is possible to observe how in comparison with the starting case, the
new value of the exchange current density modifies the resulting polarization and electric
power density curves and improves the agreement against the experimental data from the
activation-dominated region (i.e., for high-voltage operation) throughout the low-voltage
conditions (0.2 V). This motivates the indication of this latter physics-based formulation
for the cathodic exchange current density in future 3D-CFD simulations, which is advised
to become a standardized practice in multi-dimensional CFD simulation of PEMFC.
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6. Conclusions

Fuel cells are considered one of the most promising pathways for a fully sustainable
electric mobility and power generation. The attention towards hydrogen-fueled PEMFC
is attracting a high interest and relevant research investment, being a key technology to
de-carbonize battery-unsuited sectors (e.g., heavy-duty, maritime, aerial, etc.) still relying
on the massive use of fossil fuels.
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In this paper a hydrogen/air PEM fuel cell is tested and a multi-phase, multi-component,
and non-isothermal 3D-CFD model of a PEM fuel cell with a serpentine-type distributor is
created, including a diffusive-based model for membrane hydration. Numerical results are
compared against experimental data from low to high voltage, recreating the polarization
and power density curves. Results are in good agreement with the experiments, although
an underestimation of the current density emerges for low-voltage operations, probably due
to uncertainty in materials characterization which is part of future research activities. Once
a large-scale validation of the results is carried out from characteristic curves (polarization
and power density), three-dimensional simulation allows to investigate the interplay of
local processes developing inside the cell, such as the spatial distribution of the reactants’
delivery, electrochemical reaction rate, and thermal gradients. High-current/low-voltage
operation emerges as the most critical conditions for an adequate supply of reactants at
catalyst layers, as well as for the maximized heat generation (both via irreversible and
Joule heating mechanisms). In addition, the liquid water generation at the cathode catalyst
layer for high-current/low-voltage operation becomes critical at super-saturated low-
pressure levels, inducing concentration losses and possibly obstructing the active sites for
oxygen reaction. This poses a need to accurately model the porous material characteristics
fundamental in the diffusive/capillary-driven removal of liquid water. In the last section,
an improved formulation for the exchange current density based on the effective catalyst
loading and its active surface area is applied. Results improve with respect to the previous
formulation, suggesting this as a recommended guideline for future 3D-CFD models of
PEM fuel cells, substituting the still-widespread use of non-Pt-based values for cathodic
exchange current density.

The study shows how multi-dimensional CAE models allow a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the physical and electrochemical processes in hydrogen-fueled fuel cells,
allowing designers to identify limiting processes and virtually exploring innovative high-
efficiency configurations.
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